Noise Reduction Accessories
To lower noise levels in new or retrofit products

Noise reduction accessories — in three different combinations depending on which noise reduction level is needed:

Noise reduction in specified frequency range
Noise Damper
Damping element inside the capacitor unit
For capacitors units with well defined harmonic currents/voltages contents. The Noise Damper can be combined with the Noise Cover and the Noise Cap solutions.

High level of noise reduction
Noise Cap
Partial enclosure on each capacitor unit
For capacitors banks with a high level of harmonics and located where low sound levels are required. The Noise Cap can be applied as a retrofit product as well as a noise reduction accessory in a new bank delivery.

Very high level of noise reduction
Noise Cover
A hood covering four capacitor units in one rack level
For capacitor banks with a very high level of harmonics and located where low sound levels are required. The Noise Cover fits in banks with limited numbers of capacitors in each rack level.